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Abstract 
 
 

Power systems are in a phase of automation where intelligent 

components and sub-systems are employed to monitor, control and 

manage the grid. Quantifying the complex consequences on system 

reliability, from the integration of such automated and semi-automated 

equipment into the existing grid is important for maintenance optimisation 

and fault mitigation. This thesis identifies the advanced approaches in 

power system reliability analysis with the potential to capture the 

complications and correlations in modern power grid after reviewing the 

traditional reliability evaluation methods. 

A method for modelling the different modes of failures, possible in a 

substation and feeder architecture along with the probable false tripping 

scenarios was developed. An improved Reliability Block Diagram based 

approach was designed to count in the traditionally unaccounted failure 

cases affecting both the primary grid and the protection and control 

equipment. The effect and corresponding trend of additional feeder lines 

in a radial distribution system on the net interruption rate experienced at 

load ends of feeders are derived and modelled. Such real-world 

substation architectures are analysed and the aforementioned trends are 

compared with those from the practical grid. Thus, the analysis was able 

to identify and measure the complex hidden failure probabilities due to 

both unwanted operation of breakers and functional failure of protection 

systems. 

The measured probabilities were used to calculate the impact of 

protection and control equipment on system reliability. The obtained 

results were verified by comparing it with the observations by energy 



researchers on ten years of protection system failure statistics. The 

application of the model and results, in optimal maintenance planning and 

power network optimisation are identified as the next step.    
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Sammanfattning 
 
 

Elektriska energisystem är i en transformeringsfas där intelligenta 

komponenter installeras för att övervaka, kontrollera och hantera elnätet. 

Att kvantifiera de komplexa konsekvenser på systemets tillförlitlighet som 

kan uppstå, från integrationen av sådan automatiserad och semi-

automatiserad utrustning i det existerande elnätet, är viktigt för 

underhållsoptimeringen och felhanteringen av nätet. Denna avhandling 

identifierar avancerade metoder inom tillförlitlighetsanalys av 

energisystem med potentialen att hantera komplexiteten i ett modernt 

elnät, efter att först ha granskat de traditionella utvärderingsmetoderna. 

En ansats för att modellera de olika möjliga feltyperna i en nätstruktur 

med transformatorstationer och ledningar, inklusive möjliga scenarion 

med falskutlösning, utvecklades. En förbättrad metod, baserad på 

blockdiagram för tillförlitlighetsanalys, designades för att inkludera de, 

traditionellt sett inte inkluderade, feltyper som påverkar både 

primärutrustning såväl som skydds- och kontrollutrustning. Effekten på 

upplevd felfrekvens och dess trend för elnätets lastpunkter, på grund av 

fel i parallella ledningar i det radiella distributionssystemet, har härletts 

och modellerats. Exempel på sådan nätstruktur, hämtade från det 

existerande faktiska elnätet, är analyserade och modellens 

felfrekvenstrend jämförs med trenden från det verkliga elnätet. Analysen 

visar att det går att identifiera och mäta den komplexa och dolda 

felsannolikheten som beror på både oönskad aktivitet av brytare och 

funktionsfel i skyddssystemet.  

De uppmätta sannolikheterna användes till att beräkna skydds- och 

kontrollutrustningens påverkan på systemets tillförlitlighet. De erhållna 



resultaten verifierades genom att jämföra dem med elkraftsforskares 

observationer från tio års felstatistik på skyddssystem. Tillämpning av 

modellen och dess resultat, för optimal underhållsplanering och 

elkraftsnäts optimering, är identifierat som nästa steg i denna forskning.  
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Chapter 1 
 
 

 

Introduction 
 
 
This thesis is on the reliability evaluation of distribution systems with 

attention on the impact of control equipment and the Information and 

Communication Technology (ICT) systems on it. Chapter 1 introduces 

reliability analysis concerns on complex power system structures relating 

to the contents of Paper 1 and 2. Chapter 2 is on the failure events 

discussed in Paper 4 and false trip scenarios in power distribution 

systems observed from the sources mentioned in Paper 3. Chapter 3 

introduces the Reliability Block Diagram approach to distinctly assess 

component failure events and Chapter 4 is on the developed models. 

Finally the observations from the analysis along with the discussions are 

given in Chapter 5.  

1.1. Reliability of electric power system 

System automation and technology renovation is actively taking place in 

electric power systems. Along with this, expansions and variations at 

utilization end, demands the complex power network to deliver improved 

stability and reliability. The new scenarios aimed at providing adequate 

performance also introduce some complex risks which are to be 

addressed. The conventionally followed analysis methods should be 

updated to explicitly understand and assess the reliability impacts of ICT 

used in power system. 
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The overall reliability of power system depends on the performance of its 

constituent components and the effectiveness of communication within 

the system. In this thesis, two chief constituent sections are considered 

which are termed here as the primary and secondary equipment (Paper 

2). The components through which the active transfer of energy between 

generation and utilization units occurs are addressed as primary 

equipment. Components such as power lines, busbars, power 

transformers, disconnector switches, circuit breakers etc. are directly 

involved in conducting actual flow of electricity. Secondary equipment 

consists of components and systems involved in monitoring and 

controlling the primary equipment. Protection system, regulation and 

control systems, measurement devices etc. categorically belong to the 

secondary equipment. 

The electric grid being one of the most complicated physical systems, 

where advancements introduce more intelligent components, the purpose 

and function of every component and system cannot be strictly 

differentiated into primary and secondary. Hence there is a functional 

overlap between primary and secondary systems. Figure 1.1 is an 

illustrative interpretation of the different components and units with 

system reliability and further discussion is presented in Paper 2 (Circuit 

Breaker (CB), On-Load Tap Changers (OLTC), Automatic Voltage Control 

(AVC), Automatic Frequency Control (AFC), Current Transformer (CT), 

and Potential Transformer (PT)). In addition to this, there are also 

reliability impacts of external agents such as the human operator and 

other stochastic process such as weather. 

1.2. Equipment specific reliability analysis 

A majority of the reliability evaluations as seen in background literature 

studied in Paper 2 confine themselves to a single equipment, without 

considerable attention to other. Conventional analysis uses statistical 

observations over a period of time to calculate average failure frequency 

and mean down time for the different components. A detailed study on 

the causalities and correlations of such failures recorded by utility fault 

registers, as mentioned in Paper 3, reveals disparities in the reliability 

impact of ‘culprit’ components which are assumed responsible for 

outages in several cases. 
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of component reliability influence over primary and 

secondary sides. (Paper 2) 

Studies limited to concern the secondary equipment side from 

background literature were also reviewed. A comprehensive survey on 

the different network architectures, communication media, protocols and 

standards applied in power systems along with their features is conducted 

in [1]. It provides a framework which supports electric utilities in planning 

system automation with technologies such as Power Line 

Communications (PLC), wireless communication, internet based virtual 

private networks and satellite communication. The comparisons of the 

potential and range of the aforementioned technologies is also done. 

Observations on component availability data relating to the different 

modes is also covered, which can support and act as a data source for 

more secondary component reliability evaluations. 

The correlations between primary and secondary systems are very 

complex to be adequately assessed from a generalised system level 

reliability evaluation. The mere observation of average reliability indices 

calculated from years of performance records do not directly reflect the 

exact performance of the combined primary and secondary system 

performance. Advanced automated system operation demands the ICT to 

have adequate degree of access to the information, status and data 

primary grid from a component to system level. However, due to various 
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timing of erection and technical reasons, the level and capacity of 

communication varies widely in quantity and quality in practical systems. 

The same network can consist of components from different generations 

of manufacture and both automated and manually operated systems can 

co-exist. For example, advanced versions of Relay Terminal Units (RTU), 

and OLTCs along with sensors even facilitate online diagnostics to be 

conducted on modern grid. Whereas there also exists components whose 

actual status are only updated with technician visits during repair or 

maintenance runs.    

1.3. Need for collective analysis  

Improved investment decisions are the potential outcome of collective 

reliability and risk assessment of the correlated systems in modern 

distribution grids. One example to highlight the value and importance of 

combined and improved reliability analysis is investigated in Paper 1. A 

power outage event experienced in parts of Stockholm during winter in 

December 2012, affected more than 80 000 customers at its peak, 

including the train line power supply and district heating. The investigation 

of the case directed towards two major causes: high loading on station 

transformer due to relatively cold weather and in combination with that, 

one out of three transformers in the respective substation was already 

under repair. The estimated interruption cost, including customer costs, 

came close to 28 million SEK and an estimate of 45 man-days of repair 

(360 hours). Figure 1.2 shows the number of customers affected during 

the whole duration of outage. 

 
Figure 1.2: Number of disconnected customers over the total outage time. 

[2]  
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As investigated in Paper 1, the application of the concept of dynamic 

rating together with the situational preventive maintenance of the 

transformer in this particular case might have changed the impact of the 

event. The rated specific control setting that triggered the outage 

(maximum current limit), was the condition that led to the obvious 

disconnection from substation as the station automatically follows the 

designed boundary conditions for safe operation. Dynamic rating can 

potentially raise the tolerance limits such as maximum current to 

withstand the high load dynamically (temporarily). (Paper 1)  

There are challenges and complications to perform such advanced 

operation methods standing within the operational boundaries to the 

system. Tolerance boundaries of existing power system equipment can 

have a large random factor to it and the effect of surrounding system can 

also be stochastic. However, implementation of technologies such as 

dynamic rating depends critically on the secondary equipment. Hence 

detailed understanding of the impact and correlation of the primary and 

secondary sides is vital. 

Along with the mentioned gains, research on collective analysis of power 

system reliability can have significant societal impacts. The ultimate goal 

of this research is to improve the performance of power system operation 

so that end users experience minimum unavailability of supply. Improved 

maintenance decisions formulated with the distinct understanding on the 

primary and secondary equipment, contributes towards effective planning 

and resource allocation from utilities. 

1.4. State of the art 

Paper 2 is a detailed review of the state of power system reliability 

analysis with a focus on identifying the major works concerning the 

collective analysis of primary and secondary equipment. The paper looks 

into the challenges associated to the task, recognises some commercial 

tools used in previous studies and introduces the author’s approach in the 

task. After the state of the art study, the focus has been on the 

association of protection system reliability with the primary equipment. 

Some papers and works subsequently identified from background 

literature which are also concerning the content of this thesis are 

discussed here.  
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The knowledge of circuit breaker and relay failures is used in [3] to 

formulate an improved probabilistic maintenance plan and then tested on 

the Finnish power grid. Examining component importance from their 

contribution to system failure frequency, the study upgrades maintenance 

scheduling for periodically tested components which minimises both 

system failures and effective maintenance runs. Whereas, the paper [4], 

speaks from the perspective of protection engineers on how protection 

and communication technologies are critical in operating simultaneously 

to improve reliability of power system. Secure protocols specifically 

designed for minimising and correcting errors in digital signals is highly 

recommended, approving both the complexity and significance of the 

task.  

Individual advanced schemes applied in protection systems are also of 

concern. System integrity protection schemes (SIPS) are employed by 

operators to minimise the incidents where components fail to operate 

when required, due to errors introduced by human operators or 

secondary equipment software. Reliability impacts of SIPS in different 

modes of operations, such as in permanent service or switching-in 

schemes are studied using fault tree analysis and Markov models in [5]. 

Indices such as safety integrity level and spurious trip level applicable in 

operation and maintenance measures are recommended for assessing 

the reliability of SIPS.  

Modes of protection system failures namely fail to operate and undesired 

trip are investigated in [6, 7]. Further breakdown of the modes is carried 

out in [6]  with different considerations on component interaction and 

readiness of components. This thesis also addressed this topic but uses 

real world observations of component interactions and causes for failures 

due to secondary equipment. Paper [7] observes the impact of 

protections systems failures in cascading failure events. A subset of such 

cases is considered in this thesis later as overlapping failure events. 

Adequacy and vulnerability based analysis on IEEE Reliability Test 

System is conducted to identify the weak links in the system. While the 

paper calculates hidden failure probabilities in the test system, this thesis 

studies them on distribution architectures. 
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1.5. Combined reliability analysis using control 
functions 

In modern power network with automated switching systems for control 

and protection, ‘control functions’ can be seen as a linking element 

between primary and secondary systems. Control functions are the 

signals generated from the secondary equipment to execute a designed 

automated maneuverer on the respective primary component. Analysis 

using availability calculations of control functions presented in [8] is an 

important work performed to support the methodologies discussed in 

coming sections of the thesis.  

Every control function to be properly generated and communicated 

requires a certain set of secondary equipment to be active and available. 

Assessing the availability of such equipment using component models 

facilitate the estimation of control function availability. The degree of 

interaction of control functions with various controlled primary 

components varies depending of the level of automation present in the 

system. However, the correlation is observable from the design of the 

automated operation [9]. Identifying the correlations between control 

functions and physical primary component actions can then reflect 

availability impact of respective secondary equipment on the operation of 

corresponding primary components.  Figure 1.3 is a block diagram 

illustration of this approach.  

 

Figure 1.3: Control function approach for relating secondary component 

reliability data to corresponding primary component. (Paper 2) 
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To understand the approach, consider the example of a control function 

called ‘synchronizing’ which overlooks the variations in frequency, voltage 

and phase angle across a circuit breaker to know if it is within acceptable 

boundaries so as to safely close the breaker when required. Study 

conducted in [8] identifies this control function to be essentially dependent 

on the synchronisation relay (SR), digital input and output boards (DI and 

DO) on the secondary side. With this observation, it is evident that the 

availability of SR, DI and DO on secondary side has a clear impact on the 

performance of the respective circuit breaker. Statistical knowledge on 

the availability of the components can thus be utilised to evaluate the 

degree of impact of secondary equipment on primary side.  
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Chapter 2 
 
 

 

Failure events in distribution 
substation and feeder 
architecture 

 
 
With the knowledge from the status, challenges and combined reliability 

approaches from literature, a method to estimate the degree of reliability 

impact of secondary equipment on the primary was developed here. This 

approach focuses on the operation of protection systems and breaker 

components. Before discussing the developed approach, the different 

modes of failures occurring in practical substations are to be introduced. 

Here, the term ‘failure’ is used to address the unavailability or mal-

operation state of a component. The failure modes conventionally 

identified in substations are analysed in [10], along with a minimal cut set 

scheme to assess system reliability. The different modes of failure that 

can take place during operation in a substation are active failure events, 

passive failure events, stuck-condition of breakers and overlapping failure 

events.  

The types of failures distinctive in automated and semi-automated 

systems correlated with secondary systems also should be inspected. 

About 1/3
rd

 of failures recorded by utilities at the distribution level are 

identified as triggered from the secondary system [11]. 
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2.1. Failure Modes  

The classification discussed in this section is adopted from [12]. 

1. Active failure events 

This is generally the case where appropriate breakers are tripped 

following the trigger signal from the secondary systems as it detects the 

fault. Short circuit faults are very commonly observed faults that can 

affect most of the components in power system. Active failures of 

components such as conductor lines are isolated by breaker employed in 

the corresponding protection zone. But when it comes to failure of 

breakers, there can be more complex scenarios. Here, the active failures 

of the breakers are assumed as the set of faults that involves component 

failures in the breaker switch so that the backup breaker as per design 

should operate.   

2. Passive failure events 

Passive failures cause undesired disconnection or opening in the 

network due to different reasons. In practice, such faults are considered 

to be rare events and comparatively affect less number of customers than 

active failures. Conditions such as this can occur due to physical failure of 

components which cause disconnection and also due to misinterpreted 

secondary system signals generating false triggering. If a passive failure 

occurs due to the false trigger from the protection system, it is reasonable 

to assume that the culprit component is in the protection system side, and 

not the actual breaker switch. And hence the occurrence of such a fault 

should not severely affect the statistical failure rate counted for the 

particular breaker switch.   

3. Stuck -condition of breakers 

While analysing the failure rates of breakers, a stuck condition 

probability is assumed in percentage. It is the ratio of the number of cases 

where the operation of a breaker switch fails due to a stuck condition of 

the opening switch to the total number of breaker operations. This is 

normally the condition where a physical failure occurs in the breakers or 

the corresponding control side fails to deliver, denying the breaker’s 
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capacity to operate during faults. As these faults can be associated with 

active failures, the consequence of stuck-condition can be serious when a 

breaker becomes unavailable while a fault occurs in its protection zone. 

The back-up protection systems tuned at a lesser sensitivity is supposed 

to act at this point, potentially at the expense of more customers outages.  

It is to be noted that practically for a breaker switch to remain in closed 

position during the event of a fault occurring in the corresponding 

protection zone, there can be different reasons. The failure of the switch 

itself due to a physical stuck condition or fault in moving parts should 

account to the active failures explained in a previous section. But the 

failure to receive proper trip signal should be seen as a failure in the 

protection system. Proper preventive maintenance runs are the chief 

measure to minimize such conditions. Hence the prior knowledge on the 

chances of physical and signal failures is vital. 

4. Overlapping failure events 

Consider the instance where during the failed condition or repair of one 

substation component, there occurs another failure. Such failures are 

called overlapping failure events. It is often observed that repair 

operations itself puts the network at an added risk. So related 

manoeuvres can put stress on other components which might fail. Higher 

order failures than two components are conventionally considered to be 

rare events and those with very short outage time are considered 

negligible in reliability calculations [13]. The next section investigates 

more on overlapping failures in substation architectures. 

2.2. Outages due to false trips 

In order to detect the major players in correlated failures involving the 

primary and secondary equipment, fault registered maintained by utilities 

were analysed. The overview of the content of such registers is discussed 

in Paper 3. Some key information relating each registry entry is 

maintained. Time of the recorded event, failed component, specifications 

of the consisting local network, voltage level, type and description of the 

event along with correspondence to the concerned technician are logged. 

Fault registers have also the provision to classify the recorded events 

based on the available information and assessment to different 
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categories such as ‘material failures’, ‘faulty manoeuvres’, ‘unknown 

reasons’ etc. This categorisation is an approximate indicator of the type of 

fault and hence the failure mode can be understood in many cases. 

Estimation of performance indices can also be carried out isolating the 

register entries for different localities or station areas over selected period 

of time. Different departments of the utility, such as operations, control, 

power quality, maintenance etc. can access, read, analyse and make 

decisions based on the registered events. 

Major events, affecting a large number of consumers and for long period 

of time, demand attention from different departments and need repair to 

be dispatched at the earliest. In Sweden, such major outage events are to 

be investigated by corresponding utilities and evaluation reports 

explaining the fault, affected customers and actions taken should be 

submitted to the energy market inspectorate following the events. In 

Section 1.3, some key observations from such a major failure event were 

discussed.  

Overlapping failure events are more frequent in modern power systems 

due to complex operation of the control equipment in automated and 

semi-automated systems. In power system protection schemes, zones 

are designed and responsible protection components are assigned so 

that faults occurring in one protection zone minimally affect neighbouring 

sections. But utilities report escalation of faults in different modes to areas 

outside assigned protection zones. For example, certain outages occur in 

parts of the grid and case investigations reveals that the components in 

those sections remain in a healthy state while the outage trigger was from 

a component outside the section.  Here, examples of such faults are 

introduced and then the approach advances to include them in the model.    

1. Sympathetic tripping 

A sympathetic trip occurs often when a healthy feeder in a system is 

disconnected from supply due to the corresponding breaker undesirably 

responding to a fault in a near-by line, for example a parallel feeder [14]. 

While relating sympathetic trips to failures modes discussed earlier, it 

could be categorized to be a form of overlapping failure event. The 

outage duration can depend on the fault isolation time and restoration 

time for the healthy part of the system. The component repair time then 
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should only apply to the faulty feeder. Works like [15] identifies the 

probability of experiencing higher frequencies of sympathetic trips in the 

modern power system designs.   

2. Breaker operation failure  

Here, the term ‘breaker operation failure’ is to be understood as the case 

when the fault in a component is not cleared by the breaker 

corresponding to the fault location, but by the next sensitive set breaker 

as per protection system design. One reason for this error can be the 

performance failure of the fault responsible breaker because of a stuck-

condition or under sensitivity or not receiving the proper trip signal from 

the protection system. Under sensitivity can be caused from component 

ageing also. There can also be instances when a substation breaker 

becomes over-sensitive to faults in the outgoing feeders because of 

wrong setting, or wrong secondary equipment signal. As per reliability 

modelling with failure modes, both stuck-condition of breakers and 

overlapping failure events can contain breaker operation failure. (Paper 4) 
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Chapter 3 
 
 

 

Reliability Block Diagram 
model and theoretical 
estimation of failure events 

 
 
This section presents how the conventional and correlated modes of 

failures discussed in the previous chapter are counted in with Reliability 

Block Diagram (RBD) approach. RBDs are the block visualisations 

employed to study the reliability connections between the subsystems in 

a combinatory analysis [16]. 

The design of the protection systems for different substations can vary 

due to economic constraints, criticality, ease of maintenance 

considerations, system requirements and other reasons. A reference 

structure and the corresponding RBD of the setup is adopted which 

consists of a busbar from which a number of radial feeder lines branch 

out. 

3.1. Reference Branching Feeder Structure 

Even though, in practical systems the design and connection modes of 

feeder protection breakers can vary, a representative construction is 

assumed. The considerations can be made more general or system 

specific when it comes to modelling using appropriate RBD structures. 
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Initially a basic case is introduced, so as to clarify the proposed 

approach and then additional failure cases are considered to account for 

correlated failure events. Figure 3.1 shows the reference single line 

structure where a station breaker ‘B0’ is protecting the station from which 

a number of feeder lines denoted by numbers 1, 2,.., n run to different 

secondary stations or customers. The respective feeder protection 

breakers in each line are shown and named B along with the line number. 

The letters C and L respectively represent a conductor component and 

feeder line. 

Consider the RBD of the structure as shown in Figure 3.2. The RBD 

should be able to represent most of the failure modes explained in 

chapter 2, which are probable to occur in the branching feeder structure. 

Note that while calculating net failure rates, each component represented 

by blocks in RBD can signify the respective component failure rate. 

The RBD representation in Figure 3.2 has provision to include both 

active and passive failure events that can occur to the feeder protection 

breakers. The stuck condition of breakers from a reliability perspective 

can be compared to either active failure mode or overlapping failure 

mode. Hence the discussions focus mainly on active, passive and 

overlapping failure events. 

 

Figure 3.1: Branching feeder structure. B, C and L indicate breaker, 

conductor and feeder line respectively. B0 is the station breaker (Paper 4) 
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Figure 3.2: RBD of the branching feeder structure considering both active 

and passive failure event modes. α represents the ratio of active failures 

of a breaker to the total failures. (Paper 4) 

In a practical power system the active failures are more frequent than 

passive failure events [7, 12]. An indicator to represent the proportion of 

both these events over the total failure events of a breaker component is 

introduced. For a feeder protection breaker say Bi, where ‘i’ represents 

the line number, 

αi =
active failure frequency of B𝑖

total failures frequency of B𝑖
  (1) 

 

Hence, as per the RBD design (1- αi) denotes the ratio of passive 

failures of a breaker Bi to its total failures. The net failure rate experienced 

at each feeder end can be calculated from the respective RBD structure. 

For this we need to consider the individual failure rate of all the 

components which affect each line. The generalized equation for the net 

failure rate for a feeder line in this structure is 

λL𝑖
≈  λB0

+ (1 − 𝛼𝑖)λB𝑖
+ λC𝑖

+ ∑ 𝛼𝑗λB𝑗𝑗     (2) 

Note that the formula uses approximate equating as net failure rate is 

calculated by approximate method [17] excluding the failure frequencies 

of simultaneous events. For a system with components which never or 

rarely undergoes passive failures, αi ≈ 1. If passive failures are neglected, 
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Equation (2) suggests that the overall failure rate expected for a load 

point is the sum of the component failure rates of all the breakers and that 

of the conductor line connecting to the corresponding load point i (Paper 

4). In the next section, the cases introduced in Section 2.2 are added on 

to the existing RBD, so that the traditional approximate calculation 

method becomes a subset of the suggested approach. 

3.2. Outages due to false trips 

1. Sympathetic tripping 

To have the effective failure rate contribution, the product of the 

probability of sympathetic tripping and failure rate of possible triggering 

components in the neighbouring lines is utilised. A term δj is introduced to 

represent the frequency of sympathetic faults that can occur overlapping 

with a failure event in a conductor Cj. 

𝛿𝑗 =
sympathetic trip frequency overlapping with failure of C𝑗

total failures frequency of C𝑗
  (3) 

Then, effective failure rate in a feeder line due to sympathetic tripping: 

λL𝑠𝑦𝑖
=  ∑ 𝛿𝑗λC𝑗

𝑛,𝑗≠𝑖
𝑗=1     (4) 

The representative components can be seen in the updated RBD in 

Figure 3.3. Further complexities can be accounted into this formulation. 

For example, if failures in any of the conductors are more likely to trigger 

a sympathetic trip compared to others, individual δj values can be 

adopted.  

2. Breaker operation failure  

To calculate overall effect of such faults on the reliability of each feeder 

line, a probability that the station breaker ‘B0’ would have an undesired 

trip associated with faults in conductors ‘Cj’ branching downward from the 

bus (1-βj) is assumed.  

βj =
active failure frequency of C𝑗

total failures frequency of C𝑗
  (5) 
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The product of the probability with the failure rate of triggering 

components in the outgoing lines can be calculated. Thus, effective 

failure rate due to breaker operation failure: 

λLg𝑖
=  ∑ (1 − 𝛽𝑗)λC𝑗𝑗    (6) 

Here, the probability of false tripping is only associated with the failure 

rate of the conductor and no other breakers; because in case of the 

failure of a downstream breaker in the outgoing feeder line, the substation 

breaker should operate. But more practical complexities can be 

introduced by considering more number of substation breakers as there 

would be in an actual substation, and signify that different station 

breakers can have different probability of undergoing breaker operation 

failure depending on the type and nature of component. The 

representative blocks for breaker operation failure are added in the 

updated RBD in Figure 3.3. 

 
Figure 3.3: Updated RBD counting in sympathetic and breaker operation 

failure represented by component blocks and probability indices. (Paper 

4) 
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3.3. Updated RBD for Reference Branching Feeder 
Structure 

Consider the structure of a bus with one incoming and n outgoing 

feeders as shown in Figure 3.1. Following can be possible fault cases in 

this structure. The assumed possibilities are included in the updated RBD 

shown in Figure 3.3. 

1. A fault in a conductor is isolated by its corresponding breaker. The 

repair time for this fault depends on the average repair duration of 

the failed conductor. This is counted as the active failure of 

conductor component or grid failures. 

2. Faults can occur directly to a feeder line breaker. This again opens 

the station breaker. The whole system could be out of supply 

during the repair and restoration of the failed breaker if there are no 

further provisions to isolate the faulty section. In Figure 3.3 this 

case is counted as the active failure of feeder breakers. Note that 

in a radial feeder design as considered here failure of the station 

breaker affects all lines. 

3. Passive faults can occur to feeder breakers due to mal-operation of 

protection system. Physical failures in feeder line components 

which simply open the line without causing further faults are also 

included. So only the faulty feeder will experience outage time. 

4. Breaker operation failure due to physical or wrong protection 

system action in relation to a fault in feeder conductors could 

potentially disconnect all the feeder lines.  

5. The complex sympathetic trips in relation to fault currents in 

neighbouring sections could escalate at least one additional feeder 

than the faulty one.  

Considering this set of faults to be the only possible set, the average 

failure rate experienced at a load end is observed. Including the 

sympathetic tripping and breaker operation failure in Equation (1), the 

overall failure rate of load point ‘Li’ can be modified as follows:  

λL𝑖
≈  λB0

+ (1 − 𝛼𝑖)λB𝑖
+ 𝛽𝑖λC𝑖

+ ∑ [(𝛼𝑗λB𝑗
) + (1 − 𝛽𝑗)λC𝑗

]𝑗 + ∑ 𝛿𝑗λC𝑗

𝑛,𝑗≠𝑖
𝑗=1   

        -(4) 
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Note that for a fictitious system with only active component faults, the 

designed model will adopt the values αi = 1, βj = 1 and δj = 0. However, 

probability of false trips can vary widely in power systems depending of 

several factors such as design of the grid, presence of modern relays, 

setting errors, wrong manoeuvres, nature of the components etc. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 

 

Model simulation and practical 
case study 

 
 

Based on the formula developed in the Section 3.3, the performance 

and availability of different substations can be plotted against the number 

of outgoing feeders from corresponding station. It is to be noted that, 

higher number of feeder lines, as per the reference branching feeder 

structure can imply more number of potential failure scenarios. Due to 

increased number of relay mal-operations affecting with more number of 

feeders and feeder protection systems, a consequential variation can be 

observed while calculating the overall failure rate at all load points. Note 

that various scenarios are to be considered regarding sympathetic trip 

probability and breaker grading failure probability. Depending on the 

quality of erecting, design of the protection system and criticality of 

connections, some breaker control can be relatively more accurate than 

others. More detailed description of the considered scenarios is given in 

the simulation model in the next section. 

Comparing real world examples with the modelled structure, more 

clarity can be attained about the probability of various failure modes 

described in the previous section. For this, the additional required data for 

the approach adopted here are performance indices relating substations, 

feeder system and substation design, number of connected customers, 
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number of secondary substations feeding etc. This data can be used to 

generate comparable plots which contrast the difference in performance 

of substations as the outgoing feeders with breaker relays subjected to 

passive and stuck-condition faults. From the trend of the net effective 

failure rate per load point or System Average Interruption Frequency 

Index (SAIFI) varying in accordance with the total number of feeder lines 

from each busbar combined with Equation (4), the practical approximate 

distribution of  α, β and δ can be observed. Further on this is described in 

the data model in the next section. 

A model has been designed to assess the net failure rate experienced 

at the load end of each feeder lines as in the station and feeder layout 

shown in Figure 4.1. In the substation architecture the busbars at both 

ends are represented as BB1 and BB2 respectively. Two station breakers 

B01 and B02 on either side of the station transformer T1 is provided. The 

outgoing feeder structure is similar to the reference branching feeder 

layout previously modelled. The component failure rates used in the 

model and further analysis are shown in Table 4.1. 

 

Figure 4.1: Substation components and outgoing parallel feeders. (Paper 

4)  
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Table 4.1 

Component reliability data (Paper 4) 

Components 
Failure rate 

(failure/year) 

Failure rate 

(failure/km*year) 

Busbar (BB) 0.01  

Circuit Breaker 0.0106  

Transformer 0.0222  

Conductor Line - 0.018 

 

1.1. Simulation Model  

Ideally, the presence of parallel feeders is not expected to degrade the 

performance of another line. But, due to the occurrence of undesired 

breaker relay trips mainly from misinterpreted fault signals and complex 

logics of relay triggering systems, the former is often not the case. 

Sympathetic trips which affect lines other than the actual faulty feeders 

and sensitivity grading overlaps which unwantedly isolate healthy lines 

along with the faulty ones are evidently present in practical systems today 

and their respective fault registers. Combining the layout in Figure 4.1 

with the component data from Table 4.1 and total feeder length 

connected to busbars from real world sample data as in Table 4.2, the 

simulation model can be executed.  

Note that in order to estimate the SAIFI for customers connected to 

each busbar in a station, proper assumptions should be adopted on the 

number of customers affected by each failure. Not all the additional 

scenarios considered affect all the customers simultaneously during a 

failure event.  Initially, the variation of SAIFI at busbar level for all the 

customers supplied through that particular busbar against the number of 

parallel feeders connected in the physical layout to the busbar is 

observed. If the system is assumed to comprise only of active component 

faults, the calculation run can be done keeping αi = 1, βj = 1 and δj = 0. 

The linear trend plot of such a case is given in Figure 4.2.  

To make use of the predicted trends, the distribution of active, passive, 

sympathetic and breaker grading failures affecting the overall system 

need to be analysed from a practical system. The data for this task is 

introduced in the next section and analysis follows in Chapter 5.  
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Figure 4.2: Simulated trend of busbar level SAIFI against number of 

feeders per busbar for a system with only active component failures. 

(Paper 4)   

1.2. Data Model  

The data model is based on different parts of the electrical grid in 

Stockholm municipality, Sweden. Data was collected for different 

substations of varying size, design, locality and customer distributions. 

The reliability performance indices for the different substations were 

investigated. The statistical interruption frequencies observed at the level 

of each separated busbars in all the stations where combined with the 

length and number of feeders connected to those busbars. Practical 

values generally applicable to the reliability of components in the system 

were also studied.   

To have an average representation, stations from different sub-areas 

were studied. The total municipality area has been further divided into 

three different sub-areas namely area 1, area 2 and area 3, all of them 

with their own technical and environmental specifications. For each of the 

subareas, data for three different substations as well as each of the 

substation’s distribution grids have been investigated. A detailed 

description of the areas and station specifications, including the 

considerations from the grid operator’s perspective is given in Paper 4. 
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Table 4.2 consolidated the data so collected which in turn is applied 

during the modelling. The stations are numbered in Table 4.2 such that 

area 1 corresponds to first three stations (green), area 2 corresponds to 

station 4 to 6 (white) and area 3 correspond to station 7 to 9 (red).  
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Table 4.2 

Substation and Feeder Layout Data (Paper 4) 

 

Sub-
station 

Total 
number 

of 
feeders 

Station 
level SAIFI 

(failure/ 
customer 

*year) 

Average 
feeder 
length 

per 
station 
(km) 

Net failure 
rate for 
feeder 

component 
(failure/year) 

Number of 
separated 
busbars 

Bus-
bar 

Number 
of 

feeders 
per 

busbar 

Busbar 
level SAIFI 

(failure/ 
customer 

*year) 

1 43 0.134 1.467 0.02641 4 

1 10 0.031163 

2 9 0.028047 

3 12 0.037395 

4 12 0.037395 

2 44 0.602 2.047 0.03685 8 

5 7 0.095773 

6 7 0.095773 

7 6 0.082091 

8 6 0.082091 

9 3 0.041045 

10 3 0.041045 

11 6 0.082091 

12 6 0.082091 

3 48 0.103 1.303 0.02345 8 

13 8 0.017167 

14 8 0.017167 

15 4 0.008583 

16 4 0.008583 

17 4 0.008583 

18 4 0.008583 

19 8 0.017167 

20 8 0.017167 

4 15 0.271 3.169 0.05704 2 
23 7 0.126467 

24 8 0.144533 

5 12 0.192 6.062 0.10912 2 
25 6 0.096000 

26 6 0.096000 

6 18 0.456 2.156 0.03881 2 
27 9 0.228000 

28 9 0.228000 

7 30 0.418 4.057 0.07303 2 
31 15 0.209000 

32 15 0.209000 

8 26 0.451 3.796 0.06833 2 
33 13 0.225500 

34 13 0.225500 

9 14 0.158 5.513 0.09923 2 
35 8 0.090286 

36 6 0.067714 
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Analysis and discussion  
 
 

The model is built on the data presented in Table 4.2 and trend of 

busbar level SAIFI against number of feeders per busbar for the analysed 

system which potentially include all the consequential failures from all 

failure modes. This is presented as the trend of the observed data points 

in Figure 5.1. Note that linear nature is assigned to the trend lines. This is 

because, while combining Equation (4) along with the data introduced in 

Section 4.2, SAIFI is taken as the dependent variable against the 

independent variable number of feeders per busbar. And as shown in 

Table 4.1, failure rate values of all components except conductors are 

independent to the component, whereas conductor failure rate depend on 

the total length. 

Comparing the two trend lines in Figure 5.1, strongly suggests that in 

practical systems, more number of failures affect the load points 

connected to each busbar represented by the data points than only active 

mode failures. The trend line fitting from the practical case clearly display 

poorer SAIFI per data points than the only active failure assumption case. 

The analysis sets the probabilities of various failure modes as 

optimisation constraints, so that comparison of the simulation model and 

data model suggests their approximate distribution in practical systems. It 

is suggested in background literature on substation failure modes that 

active faults are more frequent than other cases.  
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Figure 5.1: Observed trend of busbar level SAIFI against number of 

feeders per busbar from the data for the existing system along with the 

simulated data with only active failures in the system. (Paper 4) 

Passive and overlapping failure events should be considered as less 

frequent events and hence (1- αi) and δj should be closer to zero than 

one. Practical combinations of the specific values of constraints hence 

obtained, suggests the approximate probability range in real-world 

systems. The curve fitting optimisation suggested αi, βj and δj to be 0.99, 

0.82 and 0.038 respectively. Figure 5.2 shows the curve fitting trend lines 

that give the mentioned result.  

The values of constraints arrived through the analysis can be specific 

to the reference radial branching feeder structure considered here. But 

the observations lie within a practical range. Another supporting argument 

can be the effective proportion of protection system involved faults. As 

per the considerations, there can be 3 categories of faults other than the 

active component failures: the passive breaker openings, breaker 

operation failure and sympathetic trips. Extracting the percentage of such 

cases from the total calculated SAIFI was done. 

With the calculations from the substation data (using components and 

feeder length to calculate failure rate and SAIFI), about 36.63% of the 

failures associates with protection which abides with the observations 

from [11]. In the considered system, when estimation is conducted - 
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Figure 5.2: Curve fitting optimisation of estimated trend with the observed 
data;     αi = 0.99, βj = 0.82 and δj = 0.038 (Paper 4) 

-considering the active failures to be mainly the primary faults and the 

passive, sympathetic trips and breaker operation failure to be the 

secondary faults, the distribution lies in the observed range. See Figure 

5.3  

 
Figure 5.3: Ratio of estimated total SAIFI and SAIFI due to secondary 

equipment faults against number of feeders per busbar. (Paper 4) 
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Chapter 6 
 
 

 

Conclusion 
 
 

The thesis initially observes the major concerns on reliability evaluation 

of automated and semi-automated power system architectures. The 

correlations between different equipment within power system are 

established and the need to evaluate complex reliability impacts of such 

networks is identified. Focusing on the modes of failures and false trips 

occurring in power distribution systems, the question of correlated 

component reliability is addressed.  

A RBD based approach to capture the impact of both active grid 

component failures and secondary equipment failures separately is 

introduced. The presence of faults other than active components was 

initially confirmed. By running an optimisation between a theoretical 

model and the model from a detailed case study, the approximate 

distribution was observed. The observation of probabilities of protection 

and control equipment related failures are justified with the support of 

statistical observations from distribution systems. 

For the observed substation and branching feeder structures at 

distribution level, about 36.63% of the failures are identified to be not 

directly  introduced through the active failure of primary grid components. 

The protection system reliability hence has a critical impact on the 

performance of the distribution system. With this outcome, the study 
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takes forward the understanding of correlated failure events in power 

systems. The research is ongoing with extending the model to more 

generalizable cases along with investigating further on specific failure 

modes.  
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Chapter 7 
 
 

 

Future work 
 
 

The developed RBD approach is generalizable to architectures in 

power systems. The observed trend also is comparable with statistical 

assessments from other distribution systems.  However, the conducted 

study is limited to the adopted data model from Stockholm municipality, 

Sweden. Hence the investigation needs to be taken forward, testing the 

variations in the distribution of primary and secondary equipment related 

failures in other systems, at various voltage levels of regional networks 

and at different stages of system automation.  

The approach should be updated to more specifically take account of 

the variations in substation and feeder architectures other than the 

reference structure. The observations of distributions has a dependency 

on the linear trends assumed based on the net failure calculation 

algorithm. Hence, reiteration of the analysis on these other systems is 

also expected to provide improved accuracy of assessed values. Along 

with this the outcomes of the adopted method should be utilised towards 

identifying optimal station configurations. Power grid operators are 

interested in identifying optimal busbar designs and protection zones; 

more specifically in solutions to questions such as ‘what extend of a 

feeder and how many feeders should be connected to each bus bar for 

optimal performance?’ Hence, extending the work to accommodate the 

outcomes of studies such as [18], are recognised to be of importance.  
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Further precision on the derived indices can be achieved by identifying 

the impact of the component and operator distinctively. Identifying the 

value of adequate setting accuracy in modern systems is critical, as 

investment demands justification from the savings achieved hence. 

Improved optimal maintenance allocation and planning suggestions are 

planned outcomes of the project. Hence detailed case studies on the 

status of maintenance allocation decision making is to be conducted. 

The research should also extend to the economic side of the 

application of results. As previously mentioned, the quantitative 

assessment of hidden failure cases support improved maintenance 

decisions. But to implement methods such as these, the economic value 

of the new approach should be clear and presentable. For example, a 

testable hypothesis such as x SEK investment specific in enhancing 

secondary system reliability would bring forth y SEK saving in outage 

related expenses under a set of given conditions is to be formulated. 

While in traditional methods, reliability model of components being 

assumed to stay in a serial or parallel structure, the modern power 

system analysis should be capable of handling periodic switching of the 

serial or parallel state. The paper [19] is a reference for such approaches. 

Hence, with the understanding of the nature and relations of the failure 

modes identified, the theoretical aspects of the reliability analysis method 

should be updated so that the observations are repeatable and testable 

by interested researchers even in other scientific fields. 
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